Featured Guest
President Niko Cacos, CEO, and Director of Blue Sky Uranium Corp. &
Chris Waltzek Ph.D. - October 17, 2018
Please Listen Here
http://radio.goldseek.com/nuggets/cacos.10.17.18.mp3














Show Highlights
President Niko Cacos, CEO, and Director - Blue

Sky Uranium Corp., winner of the Explorer of
the Year Award, makes his show debut.

The Ivana deposit, at Amarillo recently
completed a drilling program via 61 holes
drilled with positive results.



Amarillo Grande has characteristics of
sandstone-type uranium-vanadium deposits.



The Amarillo Grande project includes solid
vanadium potential with estimates of vanadium
content running as high as 200% the uranium
content.



Some early drill results indicate even higher
vanadium content levels according to reports.



The Company is a member of the Grosso Group,
the most prestigious in Argentina and Joseph
Grosso is a very good friend of the show.

This was irrelevant until the amazing Vanadium
bull run of 2017/ 2018 where price has
skyrocketed over 4x from around $5 to $25 as
of this interview.



Listeners are encouraged to listen to Mr.
Grosso’s Golden Arrow interview Golden Arrow,
Executive Chairman, CEO, & President, of
Golden Arrow.

Company literature indicates ongoing
mineralogical, metallurgical, and process
engineering studies at the Saskatchewan
Research Council (SRC).



Listeners are encouraged to direct their web
browsers to goldseek.com and Bloomberg.com
and enter the ticker symbol BSK.V – OTC:
BKUCF.

Headquartered in Argentina, Blue Sky Uranium
Corp. is a leader in uranium discovery in the
region.
The Blue Sky mission involves rewarding loyal
shareholders with exceptional returns via a
portfolio of high uranium yielding, low-cost
producers.
Given the current portfolio that includes rights
to over one million acres of property, their
team is on track to outperform investor’s
expectations.

Blue Sky’s flagship Amarillo Grande Project was
an in-house discovery with the potential to
become a key domestic supplier of uranium.

President Niko Cacos, CEO, and Director - Blue Sky Uranium Corp. winner of the Explorer of the Year Award, makes his
show debut. Headquartered in Argentina, Blue Sky Uranium Corp. is a leader in uranium discovery in the region. The
Blue Sky mission involves rewarding loyal shareholders with exceptional returns via a portfolio of high uranium yielding,
low-cost producers. Given the current portfolio that includes rights to over one million acres of property in two
provinces in Argentina, their team is on track to outperform investor’s expectations. The Company is a member of the

Grosso Group, the most prestigious in Argentina and of course, Joseph Grosso is a very good friend of the show, listeners
are encouraged to listen to Mr. Grosso’s Golden Arrow interview in the show archives Golden Arrow, Executive
Chairman, CEO, & President, of Golden Arrow. Blue Sky’s flagship Amarillo Grande Project was an in-house discovery
with the potential to become a key domestic supplier of uranium to the growing Argentine market and a new
international market. The Ivana deposit, at Amarillo recently completed a drilling program via 61 holes drilled with
positive results. Amarillo Grande has characteristics of sandstone-type uranium-vanadium deposits the Amarillo Grande
project includes solid vanadium potential with estimates of vanadium content running as high as 200% the uranium
content, according to Caesarsreport.com. In fact, some early drill results indicate even higher vanadium content levels
according to reports. This was irrelevant until the amazing Vanadium bull run of 2017/ 2018 where price has skyrocketed
over 4x from around $5 to $25 as of this interview. Blue Sky is also active in Canada where company literature indicates
ongoing mineralogical, metallurgical, and process engineering studies at the Saskatchewan Research Council (SRC). To
find out more about Blue Sky Uranium Corp., listeners are encouraged to direct their web browsers to goldseek.com and
Bloomberg.com and enter the ticker symbol BSK.V – OTC: BKUCF

